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Abstract

The dynamic micro-deformation of the specimen under laser point source is measured using a laser beam reflex amplifier system and

numerically simulated by Msc.Marc software. Compared with experimental result and calculated result, the final deformation direction of the

specimen depends on the result of the thermal strain and the phase transformation strain cooperation, away from the laser beam or towards the

laser beam, the final deformation angle depends on temperature gradient in the thickness direction and the geometry constraint of the

specimen. The conclusion lays the foundation for further research on the mechanism of laser bending. At the same time, it is proposed that the

model of calculation based on classical Fourier heat transfer theory cannot be enough to simulate the dynamic micro-deformation of the

specimen under laser point source, the model of calculation should be modified in the future.

q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Laser processing is an advanced and high efficiency

manufacturing method and has very wide applied perspec-

tive in aviation, mechanical engineering and industry of

nation defense and so on. Laser bending is a flexible

processing method that combines laser technique with metal

forming technique. It has a characteristic of making sheet

metal deform without dies and is suitable for not only

bending the small batch components, but also bending high

variation and special shape, miniature dimension, large

simple components difficult in processing. It also can

correct large complex workpiece precisely. So application

of laser bending has a good prospect for producing

prototypes in aviation and space flight, apparatus and

sample car. There is a lot of research work done in laser
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bending principle [1–4], numerical simulation of laser

bending process [4–8], effect factors and change regularities

of laser bending process [4,9–17]. Due to lack of research on

laser bending mechanisms, the value and direction of

deformation cannot be controlled so that its application

fields can be confined only to a certain extent. According to

the laser bending process it is that laser point source moves

along the irradiation line, so the final deformation of sheet

metal is produced under heat accumulation. The dynamic

micro-deformation process is researched under laser point

source in order to understand the mechanism of laser

bending better.

This paper research on dynamic micro-deformation of

the specimen under laser point source through experiment

and calculation interacted verification. The dynamic micro-

deformation of the specimen under laser point source is

measured using a laser beam reflex amplifier system and

numerically simulated by Msc.Marc software. Compared

with experimental result and calculated result, the final

deformation direction of the specimen depends on the result

of the thermal strain and the phase transformation strain

cooperation, away from the laser beam or towards the laser

beam, the final deformation angle depends on temperature

gradient in the thickness direction and the geometry
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constraint of the specimen. The conclusion lays the

foundation for further research on the mechanism of laser

bending. At the same time, it is proposed that the model of

calculation based on classical Fourier heat transfer theory

cannot be enough to simulate the dynamic micro-defor-

mation of the specimen under laser point source, the model

of calculation should be modified in the future.
2. Experiment
2.1. Experimental method

The experiment has been done in the Faculty of

Transportation Engineering, Budapest University of Tech-

nology and Economics. The scheme of the experiment for

research on the dynamic micro-deformation process is

shown in Fig. 1.

A 1800 W CO2 laser is used in the continuous wave

(CW) mode, its power density distribution is TEM00. The

wavelength of the laser beam is 10.6 mm, and the focus

length of lens is 5 00. The laser beam is guided through an

optical fiber cable from the controller to the laser beam

head. An on/off switch, the output power, the heating time

of the laser beam and the movement of the x–y table are

controlled by a CNC program. The CNC control
Fig. 1. The scheme of

Fig. 2. Conceptual diagram of ampl
unit accuracy is 0.005 mm. Materials St14 and C45

(100 mm!2 mm!2 mm) are chosen. The specimen is

clamped at one end as a cantilever beam and put at 21 mm

under the focal point of lens (beam diameter on the

specimen surface is 2 mm). The specimen is irradiated on its

middle by the laser beam, the laser output power is 100 W

and the continued heating time is 0.782 s. The specimen

surface is sprayed with a graphite coating (Graphite 33) in

order to enhance absorption of the laser energy. A small

piece of Plexiglas is stuck to the upper side of its free end.

The He–Ne 5 W Laser Micrometer irradiates the Plexiglas

and reflects to a screen stuck on by a piece of coordinate

paper in order to amplify the specimen deformation. A High

Speed Video used at a frequency of 24 HZ records the

process of movement of the light point during the process of

laser irradiation. The television monitor connected with the

video displays the movement of the light point recorded by

High Speed Video. The principle of amplifying the speci-

men deformation by the Laser Micrometer is shown in

Fig. 2. At the same time the Thermovision Infrared Camera

records the real-time temperature distribution on the lateral

area of the heated region, and is attached to a computer

display.

The cross-section A–A of heated region center is cut and

the sample is rapid cured resin as shown in Fig. 3. After

polishing the sample, microstructure of the sample is shot by
the experiment.

ifying specimen deformation.



Fig. 3. The scheme of microstructure experiments.

Fig. 4. The variation of the temperature distribution during the process of

laser irradiation. (a) Material, St14; (b) Material, C45.
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the NEOPHOT21 Metalloscope. Vickers Microhardness is

measured along the central line of the cross-section A–A by

Microhardness duro-meter. Hardness distribution curve is

drawn.
Fig. 5. Micrographes of the specimen after laser irradia
2.2. Experimental results

During the process of laser irradiation the temperature

distribution images on the lateral area of the heated region

are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 shows that there is a kind of un-convention

temperature distribution that the temperature of inner

material is higher than that of the boundary in the limit

thickness specimen under laser irradiation. It is thought that

heat transfer in the limit thickness specimen possesses wave

behavior different from diffusion.

Microstructure. After laser irradiation the microstruc-

tures of the cross-section heated region center are shown in

Fig. 5. Hardness distribution curves in the specimen in

thickness direction are shown in Fig. 6.

Because material St14 contains less carbon, Fig. 5(a)

shows that there is the thinner heat affected region like the

beginning of moon beneath surface, compositions are fined in

it, Fig. 6(a) shows that hardness distribution curve in the

specimen thickness direction changes a little. But material

C45 contains more carbon, Fig. 5(b) shows that there is

obvious transformation hardening region beneath surface. It

is seen that the tiny martensite exists in the transformation

region. Because of rapid cooling, the number of the retained

austenite improves and the contentofcarbon in theaustenite is

restrained due to no time to diffuse. Therefore, the martensite

transformed from this austenite contains higher carbon. Its

hardness is improved 20% more than that of the conventional

martensite. Hardness distribution curve in the specimen

thickness direction changes notably as shown in Fig. 6(b).

Dynamic micro-deformation process. During the process

of laser irradiation the variations of the dynamic micro-

deformation versus time are shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 indicates that when the laser beam irradiates on the

specimen surface, the temperature on the upper surface in the

heated region increases rapidly (not be exceeded melting

point of material). Strong temperature gradient mainly

occurs in the thickness direction of the specimen. Due to

large thermal expansion and low yield stress on the upper

surface under the high temperature, the material heated

region produces compressive plastic deformation and causes

material to accumulate. So the specimen deforms away from
tion (!40). (a) Material, St14; (b) material, C45.



Fig. 6. Hardness distribution curve in the specimen thickness direction. (a) Material, St14; (b) material, C45.
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the laser beam. With the continual heating time, the

deformation is larger and larger, because heat transmits to

the specimen in the form of wave, heat wave runs into limit

boundary, it reflects and overlaps and makes temperature rise

in the specimen interior. Its effect is to decrease the

deformation and make the curve vary gently until a short

time after the heating time finishes. The deformation angle

depends on temperature gradient in the thickness direction and

the geometry constraint of the specimen. After laser beam

switches off, the temperature on the upper surface drops very

quickly. Material contracts so that part of accumulative

material recovers and compressive stress decreases. With the

development of cooling process, due to heat conductance, the

below layers of the specimen expand continually and elongate

them. So the deformation away from laser beam reduces

gradually, as far as the material C45 possesses phase

transformation property, the martensitic transformation can

cause volume expansion so that the deformation away from

the laser beam increases. Therefore, the final deformation

angle is the result of thermal deformation and phase

transformation cooperation, the specimen made in material

C45 is deformed away from the laser beam, but the specimen

made in material St14 is deformed towards the laser beam.
3. Numerical simulation

3.1. Model of calculation

The specimen is discretized by means of 8-node linear

brick elements to attain high precision because a steep
Fig. 7. The variation of the dynamic micro-deformation versus time during

the process of laser interaction.
temperature gradient is produced in the heated region

when laser beam irradiates on specimen surface. In order

to improve efficiency and reduce calculation, there are

dense meshes around the heated region and there are thin

meshes away from heated region. In fact, the size of

meshes is 0.2 mm!0.2 mm!0.2 mm in heated region

and meshes are thinner and thinner from around to away

from the heated region. They are met the following

formula

kDt

Dx2
%

1

2
(1)

where k is material thermo-diffused efficiency; Dt is time

step; Dx is mesh size.

Meshes in FEM are shown in Fig. 8.
3.2. Boundary condition

Laser beam is input as a stream of heat flux vector in

addition. The heat flux density distribution is regarded as

obeying the Gauss distribution. The heat flux density away

from the center of the laser spot is calculated with the

following formula

qðrÞ Z
2AP

pr2
exp K

2r2

r2
b

� �
(2)
Fig. 8. FEM model of calculation.



Fig. 9. The distribution levels of the thermal source energy density.
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where A is the absorption coefficient of sheet metal

(AZ0.45); P is laser output power; r is the laser beam

radius on the specimen surface; rb is the distance from the

center of the laser beam spot.

When the heating time is t, the heat energy absorbed by

the specimen is described as:

Q Z t

ðrb

0
2pqðrÞr dr (3)

In calculated model, the distribution levels of the thermal

source energy density are chosen as five in order to describe

the laser beam spot as the circle shown in Fig. 9. Practice

proved that this model could simulate actual situation.

Calculated precision has been improved greatly.

The specimen cools in air after laser irradiation. b is

regarded as total heat exchange coefficient including

convection and eradiation. The lost energy for heat

exchange can be calculated with the following formula

qh Z b T KT0

� �
(4)

where T0 is the room temperature in lab (T0Z27.5 8C).

Value b is given to change versus temperature in steady

condition [18]. According to cause deep temperature

gradient in heated region after laser beam irradiated on

the surface of sheet metal, value b is adjusted to 80–100

times of value in steady condition [19]. But we think that it

is difficult to determine value b, because it not only

increases with surface temperature gradient increasing, but
Table 1

Total heat exchange coefficient

Temperature

(8C)

b [18]

(W (m2 K)K1)

b [19]

(W (m2 K)K1)

b

(W (m2 K)K1)

20 6 480–600 90,000

300 50 4000–5000 59,000

600 120 9600–12,000 51,000

750 180 14,400–18,000 49,000

900 200 16,000–20,000 47,500

1200 250 20,000–25,000 42,000

1500 378 30,240–37,800 32,500
also depends on section size of specimen and cooling time.

In order to simulate experimental results, we modify the

value of b shown in Table 1.
3.3. Calculated process

The temperature distribution and dynamic micro-defor-

mation process during the process of laser irradiation are

numerically simulated by Msc.Marc software. Considering

that the plastic deformation of specimen is caused by the

thermal strain, while thermal strain is caused by the

temperature distribution in the specimen. The traditional

3D transient analysis of the coupled thermal and mechanical

interaction is adept in the process of calculation. The

process of coupled calculation is shown in Fig. 10.

Thermo-physical properties of material depend on

temperature shown in Fig. 11 [20].

Calculated technological parameters are chosen from

experimental parameters. The subroutine of total heat

exchange boundary condition is programmed by FOR-

TRON language. Value b versus temperature is input by

FILM user subroutine.
3.4. Calculated results
1.
 During the process of laser irradiation the temperature

distribution images on the lateral area of the heated

region are shown in Fig.12.
2.
 During the process of laser irradiation the variations of

the dynamic micro-deformation versus time are shown in

Fig. 13.
Fig. 10. The process of coupled calculation.



Fig. 11. The variation of thermal and mechanical properties of material versus temperature [20].

Fig. 12. The variation of the temperature distribution during the process of laser irradiation. (a) Material St14; (b) Material, C45.
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Fig. 13. The variation of the dynamic micro-deformation versus time during the process of laser interaction. (a) Material:St14; (b) material:C45.
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4. Conclusion

Compared with experiment result and calculated result,

the variation of the temperature distribution during the

process of laser irradiation is the similitude, but the variation

of the dynamic micro-deformation versus time is the

difference. Although the largest deformation is almost the

same, the deformation process is different. So the calculation

of numerical simulation need be improved. The experiment

phenomenon shows that heat transfers in the limit thickness

specimen possesses wave behavior differs from diffusion.

There is diffused wave overlapped by incident wave when the

heat transfer in the specimen effected by reflected wave. The

final result is that the temperature inside the specimen is

higher than that of boundary. It seems that if the dynamic

micro-deformation process of laser irradiation is described

by wave theory, good calculated result to approach actual

situation might be got.

According to experimental and calculated results,

conclusion can be gained as follows:
†
 The final deformation direction of the specimen

depends on the result of the thermal strain and the

phase transformation strain cooperation, away from the

laser beam or towards the laser beam. The final

deformation angle depends on temperature gradient in

the thickness direction and the geometry constraint of

the specimen.
†
 It is not enough to simulate the dynamic micro-

deformation of the specimen under laser point source

through the model of calculation based on Fourier heat

transfer theory.
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